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YATT Junior-SAMPLE PAPER 

CLASS 1 

 Each Question carries one mark. 

 Each question has four options.Tick the right option. 

 Total Marks :50 
 

ENGLISH 

See the picture below of a family and answer the questions following it. 

 

 

Q1.How many  Children are there in the picture? 

a)One   b)Two  c)Three  d)Four 

Ans-b 

Q2.How many of the family members are wearing spectacles ? 

a)One   b)Two  c)Three  d)Four 

Ans-b 

Q3.How many of the family members are standing? 

a)One   b)Two  c)Zero  d)Four 

Ans-c 

Q4.Which spelling out the  following is wrong? 
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a)Father b)Sister  c)Grandfather  d)Methar 

Ans-d 

 Q5.What is the lady in the picture doing ? 

 

a)Studying b)Washing c)Cooking d)Cleaning 

Ans-c 

Q6.See the picture below .What is it ?  

 

a)Hat  b)House c)Horse  d)Hall 

Ans-b 

Q7.See the image below and Fill in the blanks.   

 

  

_________ is a dog. 

a) That  b)This  c)It d)They 

Ans-b 

Q8. See the image below and Fill in the blanks. 
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_________ is a hat. 

a) That  b)This  c)He        d)She 

Ans-a 

Q9.Identify the plural noun ? 

a)Kite  b)Car  c)Buses  d)Church  

Ans-c 

Q10.Which is the singular noun of boxes? 

a)Boxe  b)Boxess c)Box  d)Boxs 

Ans-c 

Q11.Which is the correct question for the following statement? 

THAT  IS A BAT. 

a)Is this a bat ?  b)Are this a bat? b)This is  a bat ?  d)That bat ? 

Ans-a 

Q12. See the image below and Fill in the blanks. 

                                                                

_________ are fans . 

a)They  b)That  c)There  d)Those 

Ans-d 

Q13.Which out of the following is a proper noun. 

a)Bird  b)Man  c)Raju  d)Road 

Ans-c 

Q14.Which out of the following is a common noun. 

a)Picture b)Chennai c)Diana  d) Moon 
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Ans-a 

Q15.What is the plural of leaf? 

a)leafs  b)leafers c)leaves d)leavs 

Ans-c 

Q16.When a word begins with a vowel,what do we write before it ? 

a)a  b)the  c)it  d)an 

Ans-d 

Q17. When a word begins with a consonant,what do we write before it ? 

a)a  b)the  c)it  d)an 

Ans-a 

Q18.Read the sentence  below and pick up the doing words? 

Mr Satish is an artist.He draws so well.He is now painting a nice picture of mountains. 

a)picture b)draws c)draws ; painting d)artist 

Ans-c 

Q19.Fill in the blanks. 

Sudha __________ a blue ball. 

a)have  b)has  c)the  d)any of these 

Ans-b 

Q20.Which of the following is not a describing word? 

a)little  b)old  c) tree  d)tall 

Ans-c 

Q21.Match the colours given in Column A with the words in column B. 

 

Column A  Column B 
1) Green (i) Rose 
2) Blue (ii) Grass 
3) Pink (iii) Sky 

 

a)1-i ; 2-ii ; 3-iii  b) 1-ii ; 2- iii ; 3- i c)1-iii ; 2-ii ; 3- i  d)None of these 
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Ans-b 

Q22.Fill in the blanks. 

I_______ a  girl. 

a)is b)was  c)are  d)am 

Ans-d 

Q23.Which out of the following is not a proper noun. 

a)Mumbai b)Rahul  c)Kind  d)Haryana 

Ans-c 

Q24.Write the plural of brush. 

a)brushs b)brushes c)brushees d)any of these 

Ans-b 

Q25.Words like he,she,it and we are examples of _______________. 

a)nouns b)naming words c)vowels d)pronouns 

Ans-d 

GENERAL INTELLIGENCE 

Q26.Which alphabet comes to the left of  K when you write all the alphabets? 

a)L  b)J  c)O  d)N 

Ans-b  

Q27.Which alphabet is 6th from the start of the alphabet ? 

a)D  b)E  c)F  d)G 

Ans-c 

Q28.How many stars are there in the two triangles? 
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a)8  b)11  c)9  d)10 

Ans-d-10 

Q29.What comes next in the following pattern: 

 

 

Ans-b 

The pattern is star,triangle,circle and then it repeats.Hence ,after star,it will be triangle. 

Q30.Which alphabet appears more than once  in the following rectangle. 

 

a)A   b)D  c)B  d)P 

Ans-c 

B appears twice 

 

Q31.Which is the largest number in the following : 
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a)12  b)36  c)29  d)24 

Ans- d  

Q32.Identify the smallest number in the following rectangle.If you add 2 to it,what number will 

you get . 

  

a)4  b)6  c)3  d)7 

Ans-c 

The smallest number is 1.If we add 2 to it,it will give us the number 3. 

Q33.Which number will replace the question mark in the following series? 

 

a)6  b)9  c)5  d)10 

Ans-c 

Q34.What is the shape of the following? 

 

a)Cylinder  b)Cone      c) Square  d)Circle 

Ans-b-Cone 

Q35.Which is the sixth month of the year ? 
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a)May  b)July  c)August d)June 

Ans-d 

Q36.Pick the odd one out ? 

 

Ans-c 

a,b and d are all used for playing,whereas   c is a hammer –a tool for hammering nails etc. 

Q37. Pick the odd one out ? 

 

Ans-d 

a,b and c are birds which fly,whereas a duck-d can swim. 
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Anita,Jay and Sunil collect stamps .Answer Questions 38 to 40 based on the following. 

 

Q38. Who has the maximum number of stamps? 

a)Anita  b)Jay  c)Sunil  d)All have equal numbers 

Ans-b-Jay-9 stamps 

Q39.Who has the largest stamp ? 

a)Anita  b)Jay  c)Sunil  d)Both Sunil and Jay 

Ans-a-Anita 

Q40.Who has the maximum number of smallest stamps ? 

a)Anita  b)Jay  c)Sunil  d)Both Sunil and Jay 

Ans-b-Jay-2 stamps 

Q41.Kamini went to a pizza restaurant.She had Rs 50 with her.After buying pizza,she had Rs 24 

left.Which pizza did she buy? 

 

Ans-d 
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d costs Rs 26.Since she has Rs 50 with her.50 -26 will be Rs 24. 

Q42.Hari went to the same pizza shop as Kamini .Out of the four pizza’s available, he bought the 

one which was prized the highest.Which was it ? 

Ans-b 

b is Rs 38,the highest prized pizza. 

Study the picture below and answer Questions 43,44 and 45. 

 

 

Q43.Diya ‘s mother forgot to pack Diya’s lunch.So she had to go to school to  give her lunch.How 

much time will take her to go to school from home if she goes directly? 

a) 2 hours  b)1 hour  c) 3 hours d)Cannot say 

Ans-b 

Q44. Diya’s mother first goes to the swimming pool and swims for half hour,then she goes to the 

super market and shops for vegetables for another half hour.After that she goes to the 

school.How much time will she take ? 

a) 2 hours  b) 3 hours  c) 5 hours d)Cannot say 

Ans-c 

Home to Swimming pool is 2 hours .The half hour swimming.Then from pool to supermarket -1 hour. 

Half hour shopping.Then from super market to School- 1hour.If you add up all ,it is 5 hrs.  

Q45.After school,Diya’s mother takes Diya to the Swimming pool.How much time will it take?  
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a) 2 hours  b)1 hour  c) 3 hours d)Cannot say 

Ans-a 

Q46.What is the time shown by the clock? 

 

 

a)12:15  b)2:00  c)3:00  d)3:12 

Ans-c 

Q47.If today is Tuesday, then what day will be day after tomorrow ? 

a)Wednesday  b)Monday  c)Thursday  d)Friday 

Ans-c 

If today is Tuesday,then tomorrow will be Wednesday and day after tomorrow will be Thursday. 

Q48.Which number should come in place of the question mark? 

5 6 

4 ? 

 

a)7   b)3  c)5  d)4 

Ans-b 

In the first column,the total is 9.In the second column ,if 3 replaces the question mark,the total will 

be 9. 
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Q49.Four glasses are filled with water.Which of the following four has the most water?

 

Ans-c 

Q50.The following circles has several numbers. Which two numbers will give you a total of 7 when 

added? 

a)3;6  b)4 ;3  c)8 ;1  d)6;5 

 

 

Ans-b 

4 + 3 =7 


